
Monospace fonts which I believe are Serif. The random text is from http://catipsum.com/ but I 
have preceded it with a line of characters used in coding. I have not attempted to order these 
by size.

AR PL New sung Mono (2.007)

0123456789 ilO #!/ ${} () [];

Human give me attention meow. Intrigued by the shower then cats take over
the world stare at the wall, play with food and get confused by dust. Poop
on grasses howl uncontrollably for no reason. Give attitude. Hide when
guests come over chase imaginary bugs scream at teh bath. Throwup on your
pillow sleep in the bathroom sink chase ball of string jump launch to pounce
upon little yarn mouse, bare fangs at toy run hide in litter box until
treats are fed so chew foot, but flop over. Intently stare at the same spot
purr while eating cat slap dog in face. Intrigued by the shower.

AR PL Ukai XX (1.010-2 - all of CN, HK, TW, TW MBE are similar in the latin alphabet)

0123456789 ilO #!/ ${} () [];

Human give me attention meow. Intrigued by the shower then cats take over
the world stare at the wall, play with food and get confused by dust. Poop
on grasses howl uncontrollably for no reason. Give attitude. Hide when
guests come over chase imaginary bugs scream at teh bath. Throwup on your
pillow sleep in the bathroom sink chase ball of string jump launch to pounce
upon little yarn mouse, bare fangs at toy run hide in litter box until
treats are fed so chew foot, but flop over. Intently stare at the same spot
purr while eating cat slap dog in face. Intrigued by the shower.

AR PL Uming XX (1.013-5 - all of CN, HK, TW, TW MBE are similar in the latin alphabet)

0123456789 ilO #!/ ${} () [];

Human give me attention meow. Intrigued by the shower then cats take over
the world stare at the wall, play with food and get confused by dust. Poop
on grasses howl uncontrollably for no reason. Give attitude. Hide when
guests come over chase imaginary bugs scream at teh bath. Throwup on your
pillow sleep in the bathroom sink chase ball of string jump launch to pounce
upon little yarn mouse, bare fangs at toy run hide in litter box until
treats are fed so chew foot, but flop over. Intently stare at the same spot
purr while eating cat slap dog in face. Intrigued by the shower.

FreeFarsi Monospace (1.032)

0123456789 ilO #!/ ${} () [];

Human give me attention meow. Intrigued by the shower then cats take over
the world stare at the wall, play with food and get confused by dust. Poop
on grasses howl uncontrollably for no reason. Give attitude. Hide when
guests come over chase imaginary bugs scream at teh bath. Throwup on your
pillow sleep in the bathroom sink chase ball of string jump launch to pounce
upon little yarn mouse, bare fangs at toy run hide in litter box until
treats are fed so chew foot, but flop over. Intently stare at the same spot
purr while eating cat slap dog in face. Intrigued by the shower.

FreeMono (1.033)

0123456789 ilO #!/ ${} () [];

Human give me attention meow. Intrigued by the shower then cats take over
the world stare at the wall, play with food and get confused by dust. Poop
on grasses howl uncontrollably for no reason. Give attitude. Hide when
guests come over chase imaginary bugs scream at teh bath. Throwup on your
pillow sleep in the bathroom sink chase ball of string jump launch to pounce
upon little yarn mouse, bare fangs at toy run hide in litter box until
treats are fed so chew foot, but flop over. Intently stare at the same spot
purr while eating cat slap dog in face. Intrigued by the shower.

http://catipsum.com/


HanaMinA (1.038)

0123456789 ilO #!/ ${} () [];

Human give me attention meow. Intrigued by the shower then cats take over
the world stare at the wall, play with food and get confused by dust. Poop
on grasses howl uncontrollably for no reason. Give attitude. Hide when
guests come over chase imaginary bugs scream at teh bath. Throwup on your
pillow sleep in the bathroom sink chase ball of string jump launch to pounce
upon little yarn mouse, bare fangs at toy run hide in litter box until
treats are fed so chew foot, but flop over. Intently stare at the same spot
purr while eating cat slap dog in face. Intrigued by the shower.

Kochi Mincho (1.048)

0123456789 ilO #!/ ${} () [];

Human give me attention meow. Intrigued by the shower then cats take over
the world stare at the wall, play with food and get confused by dust. Poop
on grasses howl uncontrollably for no reason. Give attitude. Hide when
guests come over chase imaginary bugs scream at teh bath. Throwup on your
pillow sleep in the bathroom sink chase ball of string jump launch to pounce
upon little yarn mouse, bare fangs at toy run hide in litter box until
treats are fed so chew foot, but flop over. Intently stare at the same spot
purr while eating cat slap dog in face. Intrigued by the shower.

Linux Libertine Mono O (1.054)

0123456789 ilO #!/ ${} () [];

Human give me attention meow. Intrigued by the shower then cats take over
the world stare at the wall, play with food and get confused by dust. Poop
on grasses howl uncontrollably for no reason. Give attitude. Hide when
guests come over chase imaginary bugs scream at teh bath. Throwup on your
pillow sleep in the bathroom sink chase ball of string jump launch to 
pounce
upon little yarn mouse, bare fangs at toy run hide in litter box until
treats are fed so chew foot, but flop over. Intently stare at the same spot
purr while eating cat slap dog in face. Intrigued by the shower.

Latin Modern Monospace (2.020)

0123456789 ilO #!/ ${} () [];

Human give me attention meow. Intrigued by the shower then cats take over
the world stare at the wall, play with food and get confused by dust. Poop
on grasses howl uncontrollably for no reason. Give attitude. Hide when
guests come over chase imaginary bugs scream at teh bath. Throwup on your
pillow sleep in the bathroom sink chase ball of string jump launch to pounce
upon little yarn mouse, bare fangs at toy run hide in litter box until
treats are fed so chew foot, but flop over. Intently stare at the same spot
purr while eating cat slap dog in face. Intrigued by the shower.



Luxi Mono (1.066)

0123456789 ilO #!/ ${} () [];

Human give me attention meow. Intrigued by the shower then cats take over
the world stare at the wall, play with food and get confused by dust. Poop
on grasses howl uncontrollably for no reason. Give attitude. Hide when
guests come over chase imaginary bugs scream at teh bath. Throwup on your
pillow sleep in the bathroom sink chase ball of string jump launch to pounce
upon little yarn mouse, bare fangs at toy run hide in litter box until
treats are fed so chew foot, but flop over. Intently stare at the same spot
purr while eating cat slap dog in face. Intrigued by the shower.

Nimbus Mono (2.030)

0123456789 ilO #!/ ${} () [];

Human give me attention meow. Intrigued by the shower then cats take over
the world stare at the wall, play with food and get confused by dust. Poop
on grasses howl uncontrollably for no reason. Give attitude. Hide when
guests come over chase imaginary bugs scream at teh bath. Throwup on your
pillow sleep in the bathroom sink chase ball of string jump launch to pounce
upon little yarn mouse, bare fangs at toy run hide in litter box until
treats are fed so chew foot, but flop over. Intently stare at the same spot
purr while eating cat slap dog in face. Intrigued by the shower.

TeX Gyre Cursor (2.047)

0123456789 ilO #!/ ${} () [];

Human give me attention meow. Intrigued by the shower then cats take over
the world stare at the wall, play with food and get confused by dust. Poop
on grasses howl uncontrollably for no reason. Give attitude. Hide when
guests come over chase imaginary bugs scream at teh bath. Throwup on your
pillow sleep in the bathroom sink chase ball of string jump launch to pounce
upon little yarn mouse, bare fangs at toy run hide in litter box until
treats are fed so chew foot, but flop over. Intently stare at the same spot
purr while eating cat slap dog in face. Intrigued by the shower.

Ume Mincho (1.132)

0123456789 ilO #!/ ${} () [];

Human give me attention meow. Intrigued by the shower then cats take over
the world stare at the wall, play with food and get confused by dust. Poop
on grasses howl uncontrollably for no reason. Give attitude. Hide when
guests come over chase imaginary bugs scream at teh bath. Throwup on your
pillow sleep in the bathroom sink chase ball of string jump launch to pounce
upon little yarn mouse, bare fangs at toy run hide in litter box until
treats are fed so chew foot, but flop over. Intently stare at the same spot
purr while eating cat slap dog in face. Intrigued by the shower.


